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LICENSE   INFO:  
All   of   the   Audio   Recording   samples   in   the   Broken   Orchestra   Sample   Pack   are   copyright   2019   Found   Sound   Nation   and   are  
covered   by   international   copyright   law.   Individual   users   will   be   licensed   to   use   these   sounds   Royalty-free   in   commercial  
productions.   Each   individual   user   must   contact   Found   Sound   Nation   and   to   obtain   the   sample   pack   directly   in   order   to   be  
granted   a   legal   License   to   use   these   sounds   in   any   of   your   work   –   professional   or   otherwise.   There   is   no   cost   for   the   license,  
but   each   individual   user   must   obtain   one.  
 
END   USER   LICENSE   AGREEMENT:  
These   sound   recordings   are   released   under   license.   Found   Sound   Nation   owns   and   controls   the   rights   to   the   Recordings  
provided   in   the   sample   pack   and   described   in   this   agreement.   By   using   any   portion   of   the   audio   in   the   sample   pack,   you  
accept   all   the   terms   and   conditions   of   this   agreement.   Found   Sound   Nation   retains   all   title   to   and   ownership   of   these   files   and  
sounds   and   reserve   all   rights   not   expressly   granted   to   individual   users.  
  
SINGLE-USER   MEDIA   PRODUCER   LICENSE  
1.   Mechanical   Rights:   Licensees   have   the   non-exclusive   right   to   use   the   Sound   Recordings   as   part   of   their   media   productions  
in   whatever   medium   they   choose.  
2.   Synchronization   Rights:   Licensees   have   the   non-exclusive   right   to   use   the   Sound   Recordings   as   a   soundtrack   “synced”   with  
visual   images,   games   or   theatrical   works.  
3.   Public   Performance   Broadcast   Rights:   Licensees   have   the   non-exclusive   right   to   use   the   Sound   Recordings   as   part   of   a  
public   viewing   or   broadcast   of   their   production.  
  
LIMITATIONS:  
The   Sound   Recordings   contained   within   the   sample   pack   may   not   be   sold   as   part   of   another   sample   library   or   collection   of  
audio   tracks   or   presets,   in   part   or   in   whole.   Manipulated   or   modified   recordings   of   the   Sound   Recordings   or   presets   may   not   be  
sold   as   part   of   another   sample   library.   The   Sound   Recordings,   samples   and   presets   may   not   be   copied   or   sold   for   profit,  
except   when   used   in   the   Licensee’s   productions   as   part   of   a   greater   body   of   work.  
  
THE   LICENSEE   MAY   NOT:  
1.   Claim   ownership   or   authorship   of   the   Sound   Recordings.  
2.   Sell   the   Sound   Recordings   to   individuals   or   groups.  
3.   Repost,   repackage   or   redistribute   the   sample   pack   or   any   portion   of   it.  
  
THE   LICENSEE   MAY:  
Use   the   Sound   Recordings   in   any   type   of   media   production   that   isn’t   a   sound,   sample   or   preset   library   or   collection   of   audio  
recordings   that   are   re-sold,   redistributed   or   licensed.  
Such   productions   include,   but   are   not   limited   to,   music,   games,   films,   physical   audio   and   video   media   such   as   CDs   and   DVDs,  
live   sound,   radio   and   broadcast.  
 
ATTRIBUTION:  
The   User   must   include   the   following   attribution   and   exact   credit   language   for   any   usage   of   the   samples.   The   User   must   not  
indicate   Found   Sound   Nation   or   the   Broken   Orchestra   Project’s   endorsement   or   involvement   in   your   creative   output   when   you  
include   the   credit   language.  

Audio   samples   provided   by   Found   Sound   Nation   and   Symphony   For   A   Broken   Orchestra.   Symphony   for   a  
Broken   Orchestra   was   commissioned   by   Temple   Contemporary   at   The   Tyler   School   of   Art.   Major   support   is  
provided   by   The   Pew   Center   for   Arts   &   Heritage,   with   additional   support   from   the   Barra   Foundation.  

  
TERM:  
The   license   agreements   are   effective   for   the   lifetime   of   the   individual   User.  


